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Draw a bath origin

+100Join Yahoo Replies and Get 100 Points Today. Terms ̃Privacy ̃AdChoices ̃RSS°CHelpAbout Answers°CCommunity Guidelines ̃Leaderboard ̃Knowledge Partners°CPunts and LevelsSend Feedback. Drawing a bath is from the days when water was extracted in the sense that it was pumped or supplied in some way that are not simply
based on water pressure. Neither that, nor prepare a bathroom is normally used now. We talk instead of running a bath if we have to. Verbal frequency: To fill a bathtub with water in preparation for a bath. Never leave a child unattended when you draw him a bath. The largest web resource for stands4 phrases, verbs, and expressions
Thank you for your vote! We truly appreciate your support. Posted by Victoria S Dennis on May 25, 2010 at 9:42 am In response: Draw the bath published by Pat on May 25, 2010 at 6:28 pm: : Where did the phrase draw the bathroom? How to draw bathwater? Drawing in this sentence makes sense to pull, drag, lift instead of sketch. We
used to have running water in our houses and just had to turn a tap to get some, anyone who needed water always had to draw (i.e. lift) what they needed from a well, a spring, a cistern or whatever. A related use is dredg beer - beer that is kept in a cellar under the bar and should be * drawn * with a bomb. No, no, no, no. I wanted to
check if anyone else had any other ideas about it. From what I understand, drawing a bath refers to having to remove water from a well to fill a bathtub. It is apparently similar to draft beer, where beer had to be brewed from a cellar where it was stored. I still don't understand why the word draw is used to refer to obtaining water / any liquid
from a well? Similarly, from what I understand drawing the curtains/blinds is also of a similar meaning of the word draw – that is, dragging or lifting or moving somehow, so to say. And is that why the phrase is used to draw the blinds? I can't find any source that looks legitimate, so any help is appreciated! :) Welshbird (IS / IT-Management)
(OP) 29 January 07 09:45 I would appreciate some help to resolve a discussion in my office. I've always been taught that one drew a bathroom, but I'm in the minority here. Everyone else thinks one runs a bath. Apparently my version just implies I'm posh! (probably not) What do you think? FeeThe question should be worth trying to do?
can't it be done? Thank you for helping to keep Tek-Tips Forums free of inappropriate posts. Tek-Tips staff will check and take appropriate action.
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